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In the year 2010,the total turnover volume, the passengers traffic and the cargo traffic in 
the Chinese Civil Aviation Industry are 53.625 billion ton-kilometers,0.27 billion and 5.574 
million tons,vs the year 2005,year on year growth are 15.5%、13.8%和 13.1%. The whole 
industry’s gross profit is 43.7 billion yuan, creating the best record in the history. In which, 
airlines’ gross profits are 35.1 billion yuan,60 percent of the whole world’s airlines’. During the 
11th five-years plan, the investments in the industry were more than 1000 billion, the taxes and 
profits were 5 times of that in 10th five-year’ plan. The qualities of aircrafts are exceeds 2600, 
with a growth of 700 in the past 5 years. Now with the research of the two important companies 
in Chinese civil aviation industry, Air China and China Southern Airlines, the article tries to 
find the differences between them and gives some evaluation and suggestions. 
This article may divide into three majorities, first part of narration profession overall 
situation and two company's survey, content including first, second, third chapters; The second 
part through financial reporting's three dimensional analysis, the main financial norm 
comparative analysis, the main financial norm decomposition analysis, the financial strategy 
matrix and the financial policy analyzes the multi-dimensions to analyze two company's 
financial situations and the management performance thoroughly and realizes the policy, the 
content including fourth, fifth, sixth chapters; The third part of summary and suggestion, 
content for the seventh chapter.   
Through the analysis, it is found that Air China's whole management performance and the 
financial situation are better than China Southern Airlines’, but the two companies both have 
the high risk in finance and   operation. 
Suggestions: 
（1）take full advantage of the cash flow from the core business to optimize the operation 
structure, preserve other invest quotas, and increase the operation’s flexibility; 
（2）share the customers between the domestic and international routes, and  reserve the 
original advantage in each market;  
（3）control the proportion of operation lease and the cost of operation under the 
conditions that the fleet could be adjust flexibly 















increase the financial flexibility, raise the profits cutting down the operation risk, strengthen the 
risk management. 
（5） readjust the financial strategy, financial policies under the matrix of the company’s 
financial strategic, and eventually reduce the risks, increase profits, hold the opportunity of 
virtuous development cycle. 
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单位 亿吨公里 % 亿客公里 % 亿人 % 亿吨公里 % 万吨 % 
2006 301.00  15.2% 2,359.60  15.4% 1.59 15.0% 90.70  14.9% 341.02  11.2%
2007 360.57  19.8% 2,776.33  17.7% 1.85 16.5% 114.70 26.5% 394.87  15.8%
2008 373.47  3.6% 2,865.56  3.2% 1.92 3.6% 117.70 2.6% 403.02  2.1%
2009 427.07  14.4% 3,374.88  17.8% 2.31 20.1% 126.27 7.3% 445.45  10.5%
2010 536.25  25.6% 4,031.62  19.5% 2.67 15.8% 176.62 39.9% 557.42  25.1%
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